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Abstract1

2

The fraction of the asteroid population that survived since the Solar System formation has experienced numerous3

collisional, dynamical and thermal events, which have shaped their structures and orbital properties. Small asteroids are4

often considered to be rubble-pile objects, aggregates held together only by self-gravity or small cohesive forces (1; 2).5

The artificial impact experiment of JAXA’s Hayabusa2 mission on the surface of asteroid Ryugu (3) created a surprisingly6

large crater (≈ 14 m). This unexpected result suggests that at least the near-surface of the asteroid is controlled to a7

large extent by its rather weak gravity rather than strength. Due to the inability to re-create these impact conditions in8

laboratory experiments, this observed regime of low-gravity, low-strength cratering remained largely unexplored so far.9

In addition, the very large times scales involved in the crater growth made it impossible to numerically simulate these10

impact processes up to now.11

Here we use a novel approach to model the entire cratering process resulting from impacts on small, weak asteroids,12

which uses shock physics code calculations directly. We found that small impacts can significantly deform weak asteroids,13

causing global resurfacing at the same time. We also show that even very low asteroid cohesions can drastically influence14

the outcome of an impact and that the collisional life-time of the overall asteroid shapes is significantly lower than15

the traditionally used life-time based on catastrophic disruption events. Consequently, we predict that NASA’s Double16

Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) impact on Dimorhpos (4; 5) will not lead to a cratering event, as originally anticipated17

(i.e., 6; 7). Rather, the impact is going to change the global morphology of the asteroid, if the surface cohesion is less18

than ≈ 10 Pa. Our results, together with the future observations by the ESA’s Hera mission (8) will provide constraints19

regarding the evolution of the shapes and structures of small asteroids by sub-catastrophic impacts.20
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Measurements of asteroid collisional lifetimes and sur-21

face ages have an unknown accuracy due to their strong22

dependence on the target material properties (9; 10). Given23

the recent evidence of low-strength asteroids (e.g., 3; 11;24

12), we studied small impact events on weak, low-gravity25

asteroids, and tracked the medium-long term evolution26

of the target, post-impact. The DART impact (4; 5) is27

an ideal study case because it takes place in the sub-28

catastrophic collision regime, a regime between cratering29

and catastrophic collisions (e.g., 13), that has been largely30

unexplored so far. With the help of the upcoming Hera31

mission, we will be able to assess the impact consequences32

and can make testable predictions.33

To this end, we use Bern’s parallel smoothed-particle34

hydrodynamics (SPH) impact code (14; 15; 16). We first35

explore the outcome of small, vertical impacts (m ≈ 500 kg,36

U = 6 km/s), into 150 m spherical asteroids. The fate of37

the asteroid and of the ejected material was tracked for up38

to 2 hours after the impact. We use a new novel approach39

to perform end-to-end simulations of high velocity small40

body collisions, including the subsequent gravity-driven41

re-accumulation of fragments into final stable structures.42

In order to track the long evolution of the target, we used43

a modelling approach that allows for faster calculation44

times. This was achieved by applying a transition to a45

low-speed medium in the shock physics code. After the46

initial shock has passed, the late-stage evolution is gov-47

erned by low-velocity granular flow that can be accurately48

described by a low bulk sound speed material, allowing49

for a larger numerical time-step (see Methods for details).50

The targets are modelled as porous basaltic aggregates51

(ρ ≈ 1600 kg/m3), with small amounts of cohesion (Y052

= 0–50 Pa) and varying coefficient of internal friction (f53

= 0.4–1.0). The models used the Tillotson equation of54

state (17) and the target material response to shear de-55

formation was described by a simple pressure-dependent56

strength model (18; 19). The initial target porosity was57

kept constant at 40% throughout this study, and was mod-58

elled using the P −α model (15), with a simple quadratic59

crush curve (see Methods).60

We find that the mechanical strength properties of61

small asteroids are crucial for their physical evolution. A62

measure of strength is given by the material’s ability to63

withstand different types of stress states. A granular ma-64

terial, for example, can still have a significant amount of65

shear strength originating from Van der Waals forces and66

the ability of the interlocking particles to move apart and67

slide over one another (20). Here we study the effects of68

the shear strength at zero pressure, which is often referred69

to as cohesion.70

Our results show that even a small cohesion (. 10 Pa)71

can dramatically affect the outcome of an impact on a72

small body in terms of the post-impact target morphology73

and the production of low velocity ejecta. Two-dimensional74

slices through our 3D impact simulations of spherical as-75

teroids, where we systematically varied the target cohe-76

sion and coefficient of internal friction, show the possible77

post-impact asteroid morphologies (Fig. 1). A quantita-78

tive measure of the shape deformation experienced by an79

asteroid as a result of an impact event is given in terms of80

the total strain experienced by the target material. The81

post-impact total strain is computed by integrating the82

second invariant of the strain-rate tensor for each SPH83

particle (see Methods).84

For the cohesive (Y0 & 1 Pa) small asteroids simu-85

lated here, the target cohesion is the dominant force that86

stops the crater cavity from growing. Therefore, with de-87

creasing target cohesion, more material is displaced and88

gets ejected above the escape speed of the target. With89

increasing coefficient of internal friction, more energy is90

needed to deform the target. Therefore, targets with91

higher f (and fixed cohesion) experience less total strain92

and have lower cratering efficiencies compared to targets93

with lower f . Regardless of our choice of target coefficient94

of internal friction, impacts into targets stronger than95

Y0 ≈ 10 Pa create well defined bowl-shaped craters, while96

impacts into weaker targets create morphologies that are97

dissimilar to impact craters and cause the shape deforma-98

tion of the target. For these scenarios (Y0 . 10 Pa) the99

curvature of the target also plays a major role.100

In our impact simulations, the mass-velocity distribu-101

tion of ejecta that escapes the asteroid’s gravitational field102

reproduces the power-law behaviour predicted by point-103

source approximation (21). The slope of the power-law is104

−3µ, where µ is commonly defined as the velocity scaling105

exponent (22). We find that while the target cohesion de-106

termines the total mass of ejecta, it does not influence the107

power-law slope of the ejecta mass-velocity distribution.108

For a fixed coefficient of internal friction (f = 0.6), we109

obtained µ = 0.38. Increasing f causes a linear decrease110

in the power-law slope of the ejecta mass-velocity distri-111

bution, with µ = 0.39 for f = 0.4 to µ = 0.36 (f = 1.0).112

In Figure 2a we show the total mass of ejecta with veloci-113

ties higher than 5 cm/s (≈ vesc), from impacts into targets114
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional slices showing possible asteroid morphologies after DART-like impacts on initially 150 m
spherical bodies with varying cohesion (Y0 = 0–50 Pa) and varying coefficient of internal friction (f = 0.4–1.0). Impacts
into targets with Y0 larger than ≈ 10 Pa create well defined craters, while impacts into targets with Y0 . 10 Pa create
the shape deformation of the asteroid. The total strain shows the amount of deformation experienced by the target.
For a 150 m spherical asteroid (ρ ≈ 1600 kg/m3), the overburden pressure in the centre of the body is about 2 Pa. The
background gradient shows the transition to the gravity dominated regime, where the target’s overburden pressure at the
cratering depth exceeds the cohesion.

with varying Y0 and f . Similarly to the post-impact target115

shape, the target cohesion is the key parameter that in-116

fluences the amount of mass thrown out from the growing117

crater cavity. While an impact on an asteroid with 50 Pa118

surface cohesion would produce 2×104×m ejecta (where119

m is the impactor mass), an impact into a cohesionless120

target (Y0 = 0 Pa) ejects up to 10 times more mass.121

In the case of very low cohesion asteroids, only a rel-122

atively small fraction of the target material escapes the123

target. Instead there is significant material redistribution,124

leading to a change of the overall shape of the asteroid.125

We use the calculated total strain, together with the ve-126

locity change experienced by each SPH particle to distin-127

guish between target material that escapes the asteroid’s128

gravitational field, the material that gets deformed and is129

displaced on the target and material that does not experi-130

ence large deformation. In Figure 2b we plot the amount131

of ejected target mass that is displaced on the asteroid132

surface, but does not escape the asteroid’s gravitational133

field (v < vesc).134

During impacts into asteroids with cohesions larger135

than about 10 Pa, most of the material gets excavated136

from the crater with speeds larger than the escape veloc-137

ity of the asteroid. The reason for this is that the ejected138

material is required to have a maximum speed exceeding139

that needed to overcome the cohesive strength of the tar-140

get (23). On the other hand, in impact scenarios where the141

asteroid cohesion is smaller than about 10 Pa, the amount142

of mass displaced on the asteroid is much larger than the143

amount of mass that escapes the body’s gravity (Fig. 2a,144

b). Therefore, on small, very weak asteroids we expect145

to find larger amounts of regolith than on small asteroids146

with moderate cohesion.147

In a high velocity, vertical impact on an asteroid, the148

change in momentum of the asteroid, ∆P , can be am-149

plified by the momenta of crater ejecta that exceeds the150
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Figure 2: Asteroid mass ejected, displaced on the target
and impact momentum enhancement. a) Total ejected
mass at velocities above 5 cm/s (≈ vesc), normalised by
the projectile mass, m (left) and initial target mass, Mt

(right). b) Total target mass below escape velocity that
gets displaced on the target, normalised by the initial tar-
get mass, Mt (left) and projectile mass, m (right). c)
Momentum transfer efficiency, β, for different target co-
hesions and different target coefficients of internal friction,
f . The shaded area denotes the transition to the gravity-
dominated cratering regime.

escape velocity (24). The efficiency of the momentum151

change is often expressed in terms of a quantity named152

the momentum enhancement factor, β = ∆P/mU , where153

mU is the impactor momentum (7). Figure 2c shows β as154

a function of target cohesion for four different coefficients155

of internal friction.156

Next, for a subset of the target parameters used in the157

spherical target scenarios (Y0 = 0 Pa and f = 0.6), we158

consider small impacts into oblate (86 × 86 × 56 m) and159

prolate (100 × 65 × 65 m) ellipsoid-shaped asteroids of160

similar masses. We find that the asteroid shape does not161

influence the amount of mass that is ejected above the162

escape speed of the target (Fig. 2a). However, the target163

geometry causes a clear amplification in the amount of164

displaced target mass and in the momentum transfer effi-165

ciency. Besides the difference in the gravitational acceler-166

ation on the body surface between the ellipsoidal and the167

spherical targets, the β amplification is also given by the168

target slope, which influences the ejection angle at launch169

position (β is calculated only from the vertical component170

of the of the escaping ejecta).171

The average impact angle in the Main Belt is about172

45 degrees (10). To generalise our findings, we compare173

SPH simulation results of vertical impacts to oblique im-174

pacts into equivalent targets (Fig 3), for a subset of impact175

conditions (Y0 = 0 Pa and f = 0.6). We find that for a176

spherical asteroid, the target mass experiencing a specific177

strain varies only by a few percent depending on the im-178

pact angle. We also find that for the very large cratering179

efficiencies seen here (Y0 → 0 Pa, see Supplementary for180

details), the ejecta momentum vector, which usually de-181

viates from the surface normal for oblique impacts, here182

converges to the same direction as the surface normal.183

On the other hand, in the elliptical target scenarios, an184

impact angle different from vertical leads to less material185

deformation. Moreover, due to the non-symmetric target186

geometry, the location of the impact plays a major role in187

the post-impact target shape.188

In the gravity dominated regime, the critical specific189

impact energy, Q∗
D, for the catastrophic disruption of an190

object of radiusR can be approximated byQ∗
D = agR

3µg×191

U2−3µg (25), where U is the impact velocity. In catas-192

trophic disruptions, half of the original mass is dispersed.193

The material constant ag and the velocity exponent µg for194

the targets used in this study are found by using a best195

fit algorithm through simulation results of impacts with196

different specific impact energies (see (26), Methods). For197

a R = 75 m spherical asteroid, we find that the size and198

velocity dependence constants are ag = (1.0± 0.2)× 10−4
199

and µg = 0.39± 0.01 (Fig. 4).200

As discussed above, our results show that only a rela-201

tively low specific impact energy is required to cause the202

shape deformation of the asteroid, rather than forming203

an impact crater. Using the same approach as for catas-204

trophic disruption, we define Qreshape(20%) as the en-205

ergy required to displace 20% of the target mass. For206

Qreshape(20%), we find ag =(1.8 ± 0.5) × 10−5 and µg207

= 0.38±0.02. The µg values found here are comparable208
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Figure 3: Asteroid target morphology after vertical (90◦) and oblique (45◦) impacts. Up to 20% of the target material
gets displaced, causing excavation of material from the asteroid interior, global deformation and resurfacing. The colour
denotes the deformed (strain>0.2) and displaced material. The white grid frame represents the initial geometry of the
target. For better visualisation of the impact effects, some of the targets have been rotated.

with values generally assumed for typical porous materi-209

als (e.g., µg = 0.40–0.42 (26; 13); µg = 0.33–0.36 (27)).210

Moreover, the velocity exponent µg is similar to the µ211

value derived from ejecta scaling, which suggests that the212

point-source approximation holds for the small impacts213

studied here. Our simulation results of impacts into oblate214

and prolate ellipsoids (Fig. 4) indicate that the Q∗
D and215

Qreshape(20%) are relatively insensitive to the target ge-216

ometry. However, further dedicated studies are needed to217

investigate these impact scenarios in more detail.218

We show that it is easier to cause global reshaping219

and resurfacing on small asteroids than previously be-220

lieved. Because Q∗
D is much larger than Qreshape, and221

given that small impacts are more common than larger222

ones, global reshaping and resurfacing events are expected223

to be up to five times more frequent than catastrophic224

disruptions (based on the approach used in (13)). More-225

over, because reshaping impacts involve only very limited226

mass loss (few percent of the target mass), an asteroid227

may experience many reshaping events. Consequently,228

the collisional life-time of the overall asteroid shape is229

correspondingly smaller than its life-time before it gets230

catastrophically disrupted.231

Our findings have strong implications for NASA’s DART232

mission impact on Dimorphos (4; 5) and to ESA’s Hera233
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Figure 4: Critical specific impact energies for catas-
trophic disruptions, Q∗

D, and shape changing collisions,
Qreshape(20%), for cohesionelss (Y0 = 0Pa) spherical and
ellipsoidal targets. The DART specific impact energy is
QDART ≈ 3 ± 1 J/kg.

mission (8). The main goal of the DART mission is to al-234

ter Dimorphos’s orbital period around the primary by an235

amount measurable from Earth (4). A successful deflec-236

tion of Dimorphos will demonstrate the capabilities of a237

kinetic impact as an asteroid mitigation strategy. ESA’s238

Hera mission (8) will arrive at Dimorphos several years239

after the DART impact and will perform a detailed char-240
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acterisation of Dimorphos and of the DART impact out-241

come.242

Measurements of the deflection efficiency and the DART243

impact crater size and morphology can be used to infer244

the target asteroid’s mechanical properties (e.g., 28). The245

DART impact is expected to create a well defined crater246

on the surface of the asteroid (e.g., 6; 7). Our results247

show, however, that if Dimorphos’s cohesion is very small248

(Y0 . 10 Pa), then the DART impact will not create a249

crater, but instead will induce a global shape deforma-250

tion of the asteroid. Moreover, in such impact scenarios251

the momentum enhancement factor, β, can be as high252

as six times the momentum of the impacting spacecraft,253

which is much larger than currently predicted values (e.g.,254

29; 30; 4). In addition to producing global shape defor-255

mation, the DART impact would probe not only the sur-256

face, but also the interior of the asteroid. These large257

shape deformations of Dimorphos will also lead to an ad-258

ditional change of the mutual orbit period, which is a259

critical parameter for calculating the kinetic impact de-260

flection (31; 32).261
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A Impact modelling266

A.1 Shock physics code model267

In this work we used Bern’s parallel Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) impact code (14; 15; 16), a shock physics268

code that includes material models suitable to simulate the behaviour of geological materials, various equations of state269

and a porosity compaction model (P −α). This study was motivated by the DART impact on Dimorphos, therefore here270

we simulate DART-like impacts on small, Dimorphos-like targets (33). In all simulations, we modelled the projectile as a271

low density (ρ = 1000 kg/m3), ≈ 500 kg aluminium sphere, at 6 km/s.272

The target was simulated using the Tillotson equation of state (EoS) for basalt (17), with a modified initial bulk273

modulus (see next section). The target material response to shear deformation was described by a simple pressure-274

dependent strength model (18; 19), which asymptotes to a certain strength at high pressures. The Lundborg (LUND)275

strength model defines the yield strength as:276

Y = Y0 +
fP

1 + fP/(Ydm − Y0)
, (1)

where P is the pressure, f is the coefficient of internal friction, Ydm is the limiting strength at high pressure and Y0 is the277

cohesion. For the weak asteroid materials considered in this study, we do not apply a tensile fragmentation model, like it278

was implemented in previous studies (e.g., 16). Instead, we use a constant cohesion, Y0, with a strain based weakening279

model that prevents artificial clumping (similar to the approach used in (34)). Our model uses a linear relation between280

cohesion and total strain and it is assumed that for εtot ≥ 1 cohesion is lost.281

The initial target porosity was kept constant at 40% and was modelled using the P − α model (15) with a simple282

quadratic crush curve defined by the parameters Ps, Pe, Pt, αt, n1, n2 and initial distension, α0. The relevant material283

parameters used in this study are summarised in Table 1. The models used self gravity, which was recalculated every few284

time steps.285

A.2 Modelling approach for the late stage evolution286

Due to the vastly different time-scales of the shock-wave propagation and the crater formation, so far it has not been287

feasible for shock-physics codes to model the entire crater formation in the gravity-regime on small (∼ 100 m - 1000 m)288

asteroids. The time-scale of the shock-wave propagation is governed by the elastic wave velocity, cs, which is typically289

a few km/s for rocks. To ensure numerical stability, the maximum time-step in a shock physics code is limited by the290

so-called Courant criteria. In SPH, the Courant criteria requires that the time-step, dt, is smaller than the simulation291

resolution divided by the sound speed in the target, cs. To model DART-like impacts on Dimorphos, the maximum time-292

step must therefore be: dt < resolution/cs ' 10−4 s. On the other hand, the crater formation and ejecta re-accumulation293

time in the gravity regime can last up to a few hours.294

There are two possible approaches to model the late-stage evolution of the crater grow. One solution is to use a hybrid295

approach, by coupling shock-physics models to Soft-Sphere Discrete Element Method (SSDEM) models (e.g., 35; 36).296

The other possible approach –which is introduced here– is to apply in the shock physics code calculation a transition to a297

low-speed medium. After the initial shock has passed, the late-stage evolution is governed by low-velocity granular flow,298

which can be accurately modelled using a low bulk sound speed material (i.e., a material with a small cs, allowing for a299

larger dt).300

A low bulk sound speed material has previously been used to study low-velocity collisions among small bodies (37).301

As discussed in (37), this approach is suitable as long as the involved velocities are small compared to the sound speed302

of the media, cs. However, in high velocity impact simulations as the ones considered here, the involved velocities are303

much larger than the sound speed of the media. Therefore, in order to model the entire process of the gravity dominated304

impacts studied here, the initial phase of the impact has to be modelled using a realistic sound speed, cs, using the305

nominal material parameters summarised in Table 1.306
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At a time ttransition after the initial shock has passed, the target material movement is governed only by low-velocities,307

vmaterial << cs, and we can switch to a low-speed medium (i.e., a ’fast scheme’), which allows us to model the late-stage308

evolution up to a few hours after the impact. In this step, we apply a simplified Tillotson EoS, in which all energy related309

terms are set to zero. The remaining leading term of the EoS is governed by the bulk modulus P = A(1−ρ/ρ0), which also310

determines the magnitude of the sound speed. We use A ≈ 0.1 MPa and also reduce the shear modulus proportionally.311

This approach has been tested extensively in parameter studies (unpublished), benchmarked against other shock physics312

codes (i.e., 38) and validated against laboratory experiments into homogeneous and heterogeneous targets (e.g., 39; 40).313

In this study, we only applied the ‘fast scheme’ described above to model the late evolution of the very low cohesion314

(Y0 < 1 Pa) targets. The transition time was ttransition ≈ 30 minutes. Parameter studies have shown that the transition to315

the fast scheme does not affect the overall morphology of the target, post-impact. In Figure 5 we compare the cumulative316

target mass that experienced a total strain larger than a certain total strain, εtot, at t ≈ 1 h after the impact, from a317

run in which the fast scheme was not used (no transition), to the results from a run in which the fast scheme was used318

(transition) at ttransition ≈ 30 minutes. The target in which the fast scheme was not used experiences slightly lower total319

strains compared to the target scenario that used the fast scheme. However, the difference in the cumulative target mass320

(M(> εtot)/Mt) between the two runs is less than a few percent.321
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Figure 5: Cumulative target mass that experienced a total strain larger than a certain εtot, normalised by the initial
target mass. We compare the results from a run in which the fast scheme was not used (no transition) to the results from
a run in which the fast scheme was used (transition). The data was analysed at ≈ 1 h after the impact.

Table 1: Material model parameters for impact simulations into Dimorphos analogues.
Description Impactor Spherical target Oblate ellipsoid Prolate ellipsoid
Semi-major axis, a (m) 0.50/0.62/0.78 75 86 100
Semi-minor axis, b (m) 0.50/0.62/0.78 75 56 65
Material Aluminium Basalt Basalt Basalt
Impact angle (o) – 90/45 90/45 90/45
Impact speed (km/s) 3/6/9 – – –

Equation of state Tillotsona Tillotsonb Tillotsonb Tillotsonb

Strength model von Mises LUND LUND LUND
LUND strength parametersc

Damage strength at zero pressure, Y0 (Pa) – 0/1/10/50 0 0
Strength at infinite pressure, Yinf (GPa) – 1 1 1
Internal friction coefficient (damaged), f – 0.4/0.6/0.8/1.0 0.6 0.6

Porosity model parameters (P − α)d

Initial porosity, φ0 – 40% 40% 40%
Initial distension, α0 – 1.67 1.67 1.67
αt – 1.00 1.00 1.00
Ps (MPa) – 10 10 10
Pt (MPa) – 10 10 10
Pe (MPa) – 0.1 0.1 0.1
n1 – 2.0 2.0 2.0
n2 – 2.0 2.0 2.0
a(41); b(17); c(18); d(15).
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A.3 Target set-up322

Small asteroids in the Solar System are numerous and are very diverse in terms of their size, shape or structure. Moreover,323

their material properties, such as cohesion, porosity or internal friction coefficient can vary significantly from one body324

to another. Therefore, there are a large number of possible combinations of target parameters that can be studied. Since325

one of the main applications of our study is the outcome of the DART impact on Dimorphos, we focused on several initial326

target scenarios relevant for DART, as described below:327

a) Spherical targets, with radius a = 75 m (Fig. 6a). For this target scenario, we performed several sets of simulations:328

vertical impacts into spherical targets for which we systematically vary the cohesion, Y0, between 0 Pa and 50 Pa, and329

the coefficient of internal friction, f , between 0.4 and 1.0; Oblique, 45◦ impacts into spherical targets with varying Y0,330

between 0 Pa and 50 Pa and fixed f = 0.6.331

For a subset of the parameters used in the spherical target scenarios (Y0 = 0 Pa and f = 0.6), we simulated vertical332

(0◦) and oblique (45◦) impacts into oblate and prolate ellipsoidal targets: b) Oblate ellipsoidal targets (Fig. 6b), with333

semi-major axis, a = c = 86 m and semi-minor axis, b = 56 m. c) Prolate ellipsoidal targets (Fig. 6c), with a = 100 m and334

b = c = 65 m. The initial target mass of the oblate and prolate ellipsoids was approximately the same as the mass of the335

spherical targets.336

a

b

c

a

b

c

a

b

c

Sphere Oblate ellipsoid Prolate ellipsoid 
a=b=c a=b>c a>b=c

a) b) c)
90°

45°
90°

90°

45°
45°

Figure 6: Schematic representation of the target shapes used in this study: a) Sphere, b) Oblate ellipsoid and c) Prolate
ellipsoid. The arrows indicate the location of the vertical (90◦) and oblique (45◦) impacts.

In order to be able to numerically model the very long timescales required to see the impact effects, the SPH simulations337

presented here had a limited spatial resolution of 5×105 SPH particles. Due to the low resolution employed here, the very338

fast (v/U & 10−2) ejecta is underresolved, which causes a dip in the ejecta-mass velocity distribution (e.g., Figs. 7, 9).339

Resolution tests where we compared impacts into Y0 = 50 Pa, f = 0.6 spherical targets, resolved with 5×105, 1×106 and340

2× 106 SPH particles, showed that the lower resolution runs overestimate the amount of ejected mass at high velocities,341

M(v/U > 10−3), by about 15% (Fig. 7a). The total ejected mass,
∑
mej , was overestimated by about 6% in the low342

resolution test case (5× 105 particles), compared to the high resolution test case (2× 106 particles). At the same time, in343

the lower resolution scenario, the cumulative target mass that experienced strains by up to εtot . 10−2 was overestimated344

by about 20%, compared to the high resolution case. However, the target mass that experienced strains higher than345

εtot & 10−2 was within 2% of the results obtained in the high resolution target scenario (Fig. 7b).346
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Figure 7: Resolution tests from an impact into spherical targets (Y0 = 50 Pa, f = 0.6), resolved with 5× 105, 1× 106 and
2 × 106 SPH particles: a) Normalised ejected mass at speeds greater than v, as a function of normalised ejection speed,
v/U . b) Cumulative target mass that experienced a total strain larger than a certain εtot, normalised by the initial target
mass, Mt. The data was analysed at t = 50 s after the impact.

A.4 Interior overburden pressure347

For spherical bodies of radius R and density ρ, the overburden pressure, P , at a given radius (r < R) from the asteroid348

centre can be approximated analytically from (42):349

P (r) =
2π

3
Gρ2

(
R2 − r2

)
, (2)

where G is the gravitational constant. For a spherical asteroid of radius R = 75 m and density ρ ≈ 1.6 g/cc3, the central350

pressure of the body is Pc ≈ 2 Pa.351

B Quantitative measure of impact induced shape deformation352

In this study we compute the post-impact total strain, εtot, by integrating the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor353

for each SPH particle, at the final simulated time-step. We use this measure of total strain, together with the velocity354

changes experienced by each SPH particle, to distinguish between target material that experienced moderate to large355

deformation (εtot > 0.2) and target material that was less deformed (εtot < 0.2). Here we consider that initially, before356

the impact, the entire target had εtot = 0.357

Figure 8 shows the cumulative target mass that experienced a total strain larger than a certain εtot, normalised by the358

initial target mass, for spherical targets with varying cohesion (Fig. 8a) and spherical cohesionless targets with varying359

coefficient of internal friction, f (Fig. 8b). For all impact scenarios shown, the total strain was computed 30 minutes after360

the impact.361
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Figure 8: Cumulative target mass that experienced a total strain larger than a certain εtot, normalised by the initial
target mass, for spherical targets with (a) varying cohesion, Y0 (f = 0.6) and (b) varying coefficient of internal friction,
f (Y0 = 0 Pa), as recorded 30 minutes after the impact.

C Momentum enhancement calculations and ejecta scaling relationships362

One of the main aims of the DART mission is to prove the controlled deflection of Didymos’s secondary, Dimorphos.363

In a high velocity impact event, the change in momentum of the asteroid, ∆P , can be amplified by the momentum of364

the impact ejecta that escapes the gravitational attraction of the target body. In a vertical impact, the change in linear365

momentum of the asteroid as a result of the impact, ∆P , is therefore equal to the impactor momentum, mU , plus the366

resultant momentum of the escaping ejecta, pej . The DART mission will determine the change in the orbital velocity367

of Dimorphos from the change of its orbital period around the primary, which is directly measured from ground-based368

observations (5). The total momentum change of the asteroid in the direction perpendicular to the asteroid’s surface369

at the point of impact, divided by the impactor momentum is a measure of deflection efficiency, commonly defined as370

β = ∆P /(mU) (? ). The full equation needed to determine the momentum multiplication factor, β, from observations371

is derived in (5). For a vertical impact, the equation can be simplified to372

β =
∆P

mU
= 1 +

pej

mU
. (3)

The value of β depends on both the target material properties and the impact conditions (e.g., 43; 30; 29; 23; 28).373

β ≈ 1 implies that the crater ejecta makes a negligible contribution to the total momentum change, while β > 2 means374

that the momentum contribution from the crater ejecta is larger than the momentum imparted by the impactor directly.375

There are two ways of determining β from impact simulations. To check for consistency within our models, here376

we carried out both analyses to determine β. The first method follows the approach used in (43): β is calculated from377

summing over all the SPH particles with ejection velocities larger than the escape velocity of the target. For a given378

vertical impact, the ejecta momentum is given by379

pej =
∑

me × ve, (4)

where me and ve are the mass and velocity of individual SPH particles, respectively. In the impact simulations presented380

here, we were able to track the impact ejecta and to perform the β calculation after long times (up to 2 h after the impact).381

Therefore, the pej calculation takes into account the gravitational influence of the target. However, the gravitational382

influence of Didymos, the main of the double asteroid system, was not considered.383

The second method, described in (30), tracks the velocity of the asteroid centre of mass, post-impact, by summing the384
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momentum of all material that remains below the escape velocity, after the re-accumulation of the ejecta. The absolute385

difference in β resulted from the two calculation methods is used towards the error calculation of β (Table 2).386

In an ideal scenario, DART would impact Dimorphos’s surface vertically, in the direction of its orbital velocity. In an387

oblique impact, due to the asymmetric distribution of the crater ejecta, the change in momentum is not co-linear with the388

impactor momentum. If the DART impact occurs at a non-vertical impact angle, then knowledge about the the vector389

between the surface normal direction and the ejecta momentum vector, ~ε, a quantity that will not be determined from390

the observations, is needed to constrain β (see (5)). ~ε can be determined from numerical simulations.391

C.1 Ejecta scaling392

The most widely used crater and ejecta scaling relationships are based on point-source assumptions (44) and relate the393

outcome of an impact to the impact properties (e.g., impactor radius a, impactor density δ and impact speed U) by a394

so-called coupling parameter, C ≈ aδνUµ, where ν and µ are target material specific exponents. The density scaling395

exponent is often assumed to be ν ≈ 0.4 (45). The velocity scaling exponent, µ, is one of the main scaling constants396

needed to extrapolate lab-scale and numerical results to other regimes of applicability (e.g., 22; 46; 23). µ depends on the397

target material properties and its value lies between two theoretical limits: µ = 1/3 if the crater formation is influenced398

by the impactor momentum alone and µ = 2/3 if it is influenced by the impactor energy alone.399

The point-source scaling laws describe the mass-velocity distribution of crater ejecta by a power-law, with a slope of400

−3µ, that breaks down near the crater rim (slow ejecta) and close to the impact point (fast ejecta) (22).401

The coupling parameter measure can only be adopted for vertical, high velocity impacts into planar targets, and when402

the impactor is relatively small compared to the target. For the large cratering efficiencies studied here, the final crater403

size is comparable to the target size, and the target curvature (47) plays an important role in the mass-velocity of the404

late ejecta. Therefore, the classical crater and ejecta scaling laws are not applicable to the entire growth process of some405

of the impact scenarios simulated here. However, we can derive the velocity scaling exponent, µ, from the impact ejecta406

that is released from the target in the so-called ‘power-law regime’, before the curvature of the target becomes important.407

Here, to derive the velocity scaling exponent, µ, we fit a simple power-law through the power-law regime of the ejecta408

distribution. This process has been described in detail in (23).409
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Figure 9: Normalised ejected mass at speeds greater than v, as a function of normalised ejection speed, v/U , for: a)
impacts into targets with fixed f = 0.6 and varying Y0 between 0 and 50 Pa and b) impacts into cohesionless targets
(Y0 = 0) and varying f between 0.4 and 1.0. The slope of µ = 0.38 is plotted for comparison. c), d) Cumulative ejected
momentum as a function of normalised vertical ejection velocity.

Figure 9a, b shows the normalised ejected mass at speeds greater than M(> v)/m, as a function of normalised ejection410

speed, v/U , for: a) impacts into spherical targets with fixed coefficient of internal friction (f = 0.6) and varying cohesion411

(Y0, between 0 and 50 Pa) and b) impacts into cohesionless, spherical targets (Y0 = 0) and varying f between 0.4 and 1.0.412

The slope of the power law regime gives the velocity exponent, µ. We used a best fit algorithm to determine the µ values413

for each of these target scenarios. The results are displayed in Table 2. The slight deviation of the ejecta mass-velocity414

distribution of the fast ejecta from the power-law is caused by the limited spatial resolution employed here.415

Figure 9c, d shows the cumulative ejecta momentum in the vertical direction normalised by the impactor momentum,416

mU , as a function of ejecta velocity in the vertical (z) direction. The maximum cumulative ejecta momentum value is417

equivalent to β − 1.418

Figure 10 shows the a) normalised ejected mass at speeds greater than v, as a function of normalised ejection speed,419

v/U , for three cohesionless (Y0 = 0) target shapes: spheroid, oblate ellipsoid and prolate ellipsoid. b) Cumulative ejected420

momentum as a function of normalised vertical ejection velocity for the same impact scenarios.421
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Figure 10: a) Normalised ejected mass at speeds greater than v, as a function of normalised ejection speed, v/U , for three
cohesionless (Y0 = 0) target shapes: spheroid, oblate ellipsoid and prolate ellipsoid. The slope of µ = 0.38 is plotted for
comparison. b) Cumulative ejected momentum as a function of normalised vertical ejection velocity.

D Parameter study on the influence of the impact angle422

Figure 11 shows target morphologies after vertical (90◦) and oblique (45◦) impacts into initially spherical targets, with423

fixed initial porosity (40%), fixed coefficient of internal friction (f = 0.6) and varying cohesion (Y0 = 0, 1, 10 and 50 Pa).424

The figure suggests that for the impact scenarios considered here, the impact angle has little effect on the post-impact425

target morphology.426

Figure 11: Target morphology after DART-like impacts on spherical targets at vertical (90◦) and oblique (45◦) angles.

For a more quantitative comparison between the vertical and oblique impacts, we analysed the post-impact target427

material strain. Figure 12 shows the cumulative target mass that experienced a total strain larger than a certain εtot,428

normalised by the initial target mass, for 90◦ and 45◦ impacts into a) spherical targets of varying cohesion and b) spherical,429

oblate and prolate ellipsoids with Y0 = 0 Pa. For all impact scenarios shown in Fig. 12a, the total strain was computed430

30 minutes after the impact. In Fig. 12b, the total strain was computed 60 minutes after the impact.431
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Figure 12: Cumulative target mass that experience a total strain, εtot, larger than a specific value, normalised by the
total target mass, after vertical (90◦) and oblique (45◦) impacts. a) Spherical targets. b) Spherical and elliptical targets.

In the spherical impact scenarios, the target mass experiencing a specific strain varies by only by a few percent432

depending on the impact angle. In the elliptical targets scenarios, the impact angle has more influence on the amount433

of deformation. At the same time, due to the non-symmetric target geometry, the location of the impact influences the434

target shape. The most probable target geometry for Dimorphos is a prolate ellipsoid, in which case the impact location435

becomes crucial for the post-impact global scale deformation of the asteroid.436

D.1 The offset vector between surface normal direction and ejecta velocity vector (~ε) after an oblique437

impact438

In vertical impacts, the net momentum imparted to the target by the escaping ejecta can be assumed to act along the439

surface normal vector. Therefore, in vertical impacts, ~ε ≈ 0 (see (5)). However, in oblique impacts the direction of the net440

ejected momentum is not normal to the surface and the offset vector between surface normal direction and ejecta velocity441

vector, ~ε = tan(α) (see C), is of paramount importance when determining the impact induced momentum enhancement,442

β, from Earth-based observations.443

It was seen in previous studies (e.g., (48)) that the ejecta momentum vector tends to ‘straighten up’ with crater444

growth. The reason for this behaviour of the ejecta momentum is that in oblique impacts, while the first ejecta to leave445

the crater is highly oblique (49), the late ejecta becomes more symmetric with crater growth. From our SPH numerical446

study of oblique, θ = 45◦ impacts on spherical targets we confirm that the magnitude of the magnitude of the offset447

vector between surface normal direction and ejecta velocity vector, |~ε| decreases with decreasing target cohesion (Fig 13).448

This result means that for very high cratering efficiencies (lower cohesion targets), the |~ε| has less influence on the β value449

calculated from ground-based observations.450
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Figure 13: (left) The offset vector between surface normal direction and ejecta velocity vector, |~ε|. Results from iSALE-3D
simulations (48) are plotted for comparison. (right) Schematic representation of the impact geometry in an oblique impact
scenario: p̄e is the ejecta momentum vector (at infinity), n̂ is the surface normal vector, θ is the impact angle and α is
the angle between the surface normal and the ejecta velocity vector, v̄e. Adapted from (5).

E Specific impact energy calculation451

The specific impact energy is defined as452

Q = 0.5
µrU

2

(Mt +m)
, (5)

where µr = mMt/(Mt + m) is the reduced mass. To determine the impact specific energy required to catastrophically453

disrupt the body, Q∗
D, and to reshape the asteroid, Qreshape, for a subset of target properties, we investigated additional454

impact scenarios. The targets considered here were the spherical, oblate ellipsoid and the prolate ellipsoid, with Y0 =455

0 Pa and f = 0.6. For each of these targets, to vary the impact energy, we used a range of impactor sizes (a = 0.5 – 1 m)456

and impact velocities (U = 3 – 9 km/s). The impactor material properties remained unchanged.457

The catastrophic disruption threshold is defined as the specific impact energy required to disperse half of the target458

material mass. From our simulations of impacts into spherical targets, at 3 km/s, 6 km/s and 9 km/s, we find Q∗
D =459

11.7±2.1 J/kg, 19.7±2.4 J/kg and 27.9±3.5 J/kg, respectively.460

We define the energy required to displace 20% of the target mass as Qreshape(20%). From our impacts into spherical461

targets, we find Qreshape(20%) = 2.22±0.64 J/kg (3 km/s), 4.25±0.80 J/kg (6 km/s) and 5.77±1.50 J/kg (9 km/s). For462

impacts into oblate ellipsoidal targets we find Qreshape(20%) = 2.24 J/kg (3 km/s) and 3.53 J/kg (6 km/s), while for463

impacts into prolate ellipsoidal targets we find Qreshape(20%) = 2.08 J/kg (3 km/s) and 3.21 J/kg (6 km/s). These values464

are plotted in Fig. 4. Due to the limited number of impact simulations into ellipsoidal targets, a Qreshape(20%) error465

estimation was not possible.466

In the gravity regime (i.e., when the gravitational force of the target dominates over the tensile strength of the body),467

the specific impact energy (required for a catastrophic disruption or shape deformation), Q, increases with target size, R,468

and with impact velocity, U , as described by the scaling relationship (25):469

Q = agR
3µgU2−3µg , (6)

where ag is a constant and µg is the velocity coupling parameter to the target, in the gravity regime. Eq. (6) allows us470

to derive the Q∗
D and Qreshape(20%) scaling for impacts into cohesionless spherical targets. Here we used a a fixed target471

radius, R = 75 m. Using a best fit algorithm, we find the scaling constants a and µg. For Q∗
D we find µg = 0.39±0.01472

and ag =(1.0± 0.2)× 10−4. For Qreshape(20%), we find µg = 0.38±0.02 and ag =(1.8± 0.5)× 10−5.473
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F Extended data474

Table 2: Results vertical impacts.
Target type Cohesion Coef. of Mass Mass Momentum Velocity

friction ejecta redistributed enhancement exponent
Y0 (Pa) f Me (×m) Md (/Mt (%)) β µ

Sphere 50 0.4 2.38×104 0.09 4.07±0.06 0.39
Sphere 50 0.6 1.87×104 0.07 3.63±0.04 0.38
Sphere 50 0.8 1.65×104 0.06 3.32±0.03 0.37
Sphere 50 1.0 1.46×104 0.02 3.08±0.03 0.36
Sphere 10 0.4 4.61×104 0.44 4.75±0.09 0.39
Sphere 10 0.6 3.70×104 0.21 4.18±0.02 0.38
Sphere 10 0.8 2.77×104 0.14 3.69±0.06 0.37
Sphere 10 1.0 2.36×104 0.12 3.38±0.03 0.36
Sphere 1 0.4 1.52×105 6.20 5.59±0.07 0.39
Sphere 1 0.6 1.01×105 3.61 4.66±0.05 0.38
Sphere 1 0.8 6.48×104 2.45 4.05±0.03 0.37
Sphere 1 1.0 4.59×104 2.05 3.65±0.03 0.36
Sphere 0 0.4 2.48×105 18.32 5.98±0.03 0.39
Sphere 0 0.6 1.38×105 15.50 4.93±0.04 0.38
Sphere 0 0.8 8.20×104 12.22 4.27±0.09 0.37
Sphere 0 1.0 6.25×104 10.84 3.82±0.05 0.36
Oblate ellipsoid 0 0.6 1.24×105 20.45 5.97 0.38
Prolate ellipsoid 0 0.6 1.36×105 17.18 5.68 0.38
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